Graz, 4.12.2019

European Youth Award Festival: „Watch out: Europe on fire“
Winning project LiGENCE saves hearts with artificial intelligence

More than 600 international participants from over 60 countries gathered in Graz for the 8th European Youth Award Festival (EYA) from November 27 to 30. The most promising digital solutions in Europe for improving society and living spaces were presented and the EYA Young Digital Champion (overall winner) was honoured in 2019: winning project LiGENCE from Lithuania halves the duration of cardiac ultrasound examinations with AI and deep learning.

The current challenges for Europe from political participation to the climate crisis to digitisation were the themes of the EYA Festival 2019, which covered the whole city: on Murinsel, Grazer Rathaus, FH JOANNEUM and in the Dom im Berg technological applications were presented that have a direct positive impact on individual life and society. The top-class jury of experts chose the EYA Champion 2019: the LiGENCE project from Lithuania, which revolutionizes cardiac ultrasound examination using AI, deep learning and neural networks.

“Our product supports the examining physician and achieves higher accuracy, it reduces the examination time by half and the costs by a third. The benefits for patients, doctors, and the healthcare system are enormous,” Justinas Balčiūnas explains the advantages of LiGENCE in cardiac ultrasound examinations. Markus Leitner (SKIDATA) speaks for the jury: “We chose LiGENCE as champion because the effectiveness, the social impact, of this project is so enormous and a completely new technological application was designed. Furthermore, the LiGENCE team is extremely focused and competent to successfully establish this solution on the market and to extend it to other areas”. An expansion of the activity in the direction of renal ultrasound is already planned. The award EYA Young Digital Champion 2019 was presented to “LiGENCE” co-founder Justinas Balčiūnas by the Dean of FH JOANNEUM Managing Director Karl Peter Pfeiffer and EYA initiator Peter A. Bruck.

Ten winning projects from seven countries were presented at the EYA Festival: an eye-tracking solution to enable people with disabilities to communicate with the outside world from Israel, an NPO tourism platform as well as a career advice app that also works with artificial intelligence from Germany; a mobile citizen participation platform from Northern Macedonia; an interactive map for ideal tree plantations from Serbia; a digital programmable gadget to learn how to code young girls from Sweden; and an autobiographical computer game that shows the path of a Syrian refugee came from Austria.

“The festival serves young European change-makers of digital and social innovation to network and present their solutions to the burning questions and learn from each other,” explains EYA initiator Peter A. Bruck, the aim and purpose of the three-day EYA Festival.

The participants from all over Europe agree that they take up and solve problems from their immediate living environment. At the EYA Festival, they can further improve their digital projects with peer-to-peer feedback and bring their solutions to society and the market.

These winning projects are showcases of how digital technologies are smartly used to benefit people and improve society. The EYA projects also show the many possibilities to be active with technological solutions in the sense of the EU 2020 Strategy and the UN SDGs and to support social participation, climate protection and sustainable development.
The EYA Festival took place for the eighth time in Graz and with more than 600 participants was the largest ever. It is organised by the International Centre for New Media, the NPO from Salzburg organises the Europe-wide EYA Contest, social hackathons, impact weekends, mentoring programmes and the academic cooperation programme Youth for Innovation.

"The large number of participants shows the great interest of young people in Europe in actively shaping the future and finding common solutions." Birgit Kolb, EYA Manager, is pleased with the growth of the event.

The top-class laudators, mentors for the EYA winning projects and speakers were: Martin Mösslser, Science Park Graz; Martina Geisler, EY; Farid Sigari-Majd, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP; Stefanie Horvath, Female Founders South; Michael Jiresch, adverserve; Nina Sophie Himmer, Pro-SiebenSat.1 PULS 4; Reinhard Mayr, COPA-DATA; Helena Guggenbichler, BMASGK; Tomislav Stipic, ARTUS; Constance Stockhammer, SENA; Thomas Lakner, BRZ; Uschi Theissl, LOGO; Mike Pichler, Siemens AG; Barbara Nussmüller, Creative Industries Styria; Günter Wellenzohn, infineon; Ulrike Anderwald, Blaupause Consulting; André Perchthaler, NXP; Anna Hopper, City of Graz, Youth and Education; Martin Schaffer, SGS Digital Trust Services; Pihla Rostedt, Stellarion Oy; Matteo Consonni, EIT Health Germany; Bernhard Weber, University of Graz; Christian Bauer, Bauer & Associates; Mihály Kiácz, INPUT Hungary; National Councillor Verena Nussbaum and Regional Councillor Sandra Holasek; and many more.

European Youth Award (#EYA)
Initiated in 2012 by Prof. Dr. Peter A. Bruck, Ph.D., honorary chairman of the International Center for New Media, the European Youth Award (EYA) is today a Europe-wide competition for young people, social entrepreneurs and start-up entrepreneurs who create digital projects with added value for society. It serves to motivate young people to contribute to the achievement of the Council of Europe objectives, the Europe 2020 Strategy and the SDGs and shows the potential of young Europeans to find innovative solutions with IT and mobile technologies for concrete problems. The competition is open to under 33-year-olds from Europe and the MENA region.
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